The object of this paper is to study the kernel of the map of the Brauer group of an integrally closed noetherian domain A into the direct product of the Brauer groups of the localizations of A at prime ideals. It is shown that this kernel is isomorphically contained in the torsion subgroup of the first cohomology group of the sheaf of Cartier divisors over Spec A. As a consequence, the author describes several new sets of conditions on A which guarantee that the kernel is trivial.
Abstract.
The object of this paper is to study the kernel of the map of the Brauer group of an integrally closed noetherian domain A into the direct product of the Brauer groups of the localizations of A at prime ideals. It is shown that this kernel is isomorphically contained in the torsion subgroup of the first cohomology group of the sheaf of Cartier divisors over Spec A. As a consequence, the author describes several new sets of conditions on A which guarantee that the kernel is trivial.
We recall that M. Auslander and 0. Goldman [2] define the Brauer group of a commutative ring A as follows: let %(A) be the isomorphism classes of central separable A -algebras, and SI0(^1) the subset of %(A) consisting of endomorphism rings of finitely generated projective faithful ^4-modules. Let Si and 22 in 11(A) be equivalent if there are algebras 9îi and 9i2 in 3to(^4) such that Si ®A 9îi is isomorphic to ?2 ®a %. Then 93(^4), the set of equivalence classes of 21(^4) under this relation, is a group, the Brauer group of A. If S is a commutative yl-algebra, then there is a homomorphism from %$(A) to 33(5) reduced by the operation 2->S ®a ?• In particular, for each prime ideal p of A there is a homomorphism from 33(^4) to $&(A»). Thus we have a homomorphism 0 from %5(A) to IlV33(ylp), where p ranges over the prime ideals of A, defined by mapping the class of 8 (which we will also denote 2 without fear of confusion), to {&>}. We would like to examine the kernel of this map in the case where A is an integrally closed noetherian domain.
We are particularly interested in knowing when this kernel is trivial. In other words, we would like to answer the following question: given a central separable A -algebra L such that for every prime ideal p of A the localization Ln is isomorphic to Hoiru^F), F«) for some free finitely generated ^4p-module Fp, need there exist a finitely generated projective A -module P such that L is isomorphic to Hom^(P, P)? According to results known at this time, it may be that the answer to [November this question is yes for any integrally closed noetherian domain A ; in other words, that the kernel is always trivial for such a ring. In a certain number of special cases this is known to be true. It is true for example where A is a local domain, where A is a regular domain [2, Theorem 7.2] , and where A is a local unique factorization domain with the property that every separable extension is a unique factorization domain [l, Corollary VI1.13]. The first result is trivial, since if m is the maximal ideal of A, then Am = A. The latter two results follow directly from the fact that in each case $ß(A)E$$(K) where K is the field of quotients of A.
We will show that for any integrally closed noetherian domain A, the kernel of 6 is isomorphically contained in the torsion subgroup of the first cohomology group of the sheaf of Cartier divisors over Spec A. As a consequence, we will find several new sets of conditions on A which guarantee that 6 is a monomorphism.
Let M(A) be the set of finitely generated reflexive .4-modules M such that the localization Mp is isomorphic to 7P® AfFp for each prime ideal p of A, where 7* is a reflexive ideal in At and Fp is a free finitely generated ^»-module. (We denote this set by M when the underlying ring is unambiguous.)
It is easily verified that M is a commutative monoid under the operation M o N=(M ®a N)** (the double dual of M®N).
Let PiA) be the submonoid of M iA) consisting of finitely generated projective A -modules. Again, we denote this by P where there is no danger of confusion. For Mi and M2 in M, we define Mi to be equivalent to M2 if and only if there exist modules Ni and N2 in P such that Mi o Ni « M2 o N2. Then M/P, the set of equivalence classes thus defined, is a group under the operation inherited from M. We will verify the presence of inverses. Proof.
[M] in M/P is mapped to {o} in 33(v4) if and only if
HomA(Af, M) «Honu(P, P) where P is some finitely generated projective A -module. This implies (as may be deduced from [3, Proposition A.6]) that M~I ®a P where 7 is a reflexive ideal in A isomorphic to HomÄ(P, M) for i? = HomA(P, P) (i.e., IEW So the exactness of the sequence is proven. We see, then, that the kernel in which we are interested, of the map 6 from 93(^4) to n93(.4») is the cokernel of the map from W/C to M/P. We will look now at some applications of this characterization of the kernel.
We will show first of all that the kernel of 6 is a torsion group, and prove from this that 93(^4) is a torsion group. This is in fact a special case of a known theorem, by A. Grothendieck [6, §2] which states that the Brauer group of any commutative ring is torsion. Grothendieck's proof is very sophisticated, using the methods of étale cohomology. The proof offered here is elementary, and has some interesting aspects, and is therefore included in spite of its lack of generality.
Theorem 2. The kernel of 6 is a torsion group.
Proof. We must show that if £ is in the kernel of 6, then 8® S ® • • • ®8 (r times) is the endomorphism ring of a projective Amodule for some r.
We have seen that if 2p is trivial in S8(^4p) for each p, then £«Honu(Af, N) where A7 is a finitely generated reflexive ^4-module, and the localization Afp is isomorphic to /* ®Ap Fp where I* is a reflexive ideal in An, and Fp is a finitely generated free 4p-module. Let r be the rank of Fp over An. The rank is independent of the prime p, for in each case r =dimK(Fp ®ApK). Then for each p, A^p is isomorphic to the direct sum of /*, r times. Thus the rth exterior power of Nn, AAp(Nn), is isomorphic to the direct sum where F is a finitely generated projective 4-module. Now we see that %* = (rlomA(N, N))*~l\omA(N', Nr)~HomA(P, P), so that 8 is a torsion element of the Brauer group 33(4).
Thus the kernel of 6 has been shown to be a torsion group. We will use this fact to demonstrate that for 4 an integrally closed noetherian domain, the Brauer group 33(4) is itself a torsion group. We will show that for any element S of the Brauer group there is an n such that 8" is in the kernel of 6. (It might be of interest here to note that the truth of this latter statement does not depend on any conditions on the commutative ring A.)
[November First we will show that a local isomorphism of elements of the Brauer group can be extended to a neighborhood.
Lemma. Let Si and S2 be A-algebras, Si finitely presented as an Amodule, and suppose that for some prime ideal p of A there is an Apalgebra homomorphism h : Si,,-»S2p. Then there is a neighborhood 7>(/) of p to which h can be extended. If h is an isomorphism then there is a neighborhood on which the extended map is an isomorphism.
Proof. Since Si is finitely presented there is a map h of ^4-modules Si and S2 which when localized at p gives the -4»-module map h. We want to show that there is a neighborhood 7>(/) of p such that hj'Äi-»S2/ is a homomorphism of ^/-algebras. This fact is a consequence of the following easily verified proposition: if M is a finitely generated A -module and g:M^>N is a homomorphism of ^-modules which becomes trivial when localized at a prime ideal p of A, then there is a neighborhood 7>(/) of p such that g becomes trivial when localized at/. We apply this proposition to the diagram of yl-modules hXh Si ® Si-► S2 ® S2 
O-^-íSi^Sv^-R^O
where Q is the kernel and R the cokernel of h¡. Localizing at p, we have ip=jp = <ù. Then, invoking the same proposition as was used above, we see that there is a neighborhood of p contained in 7)(/) for which the localizations of i and j are trivial, and hence for which the localization of h¡ is an isomorphism. (5) is trivial, the class of Sp comes from an element in H2(G, U(S)), a group all of whose elements have finite order. Therefore the class of Sp has finite order in 93(^4p) ; i.e., there is an integer n and a free module F such that (Sp)np~HomAp(/7p, Fp). Then from the Lemma above, we see that there is a neighborhood D(fp) of p such that (S/í)np5KHomA/))(F/p, F¡¿). Since Spec A is covered by a finite number of neighborhoods D(fp), we can choose such a finite number and let n be the largest of the wp's. Then (8")p is trivial in 93(^4p) for for every prime ideal p of A. Thus 8" belongs to the kernel of 6 and therefore S has finite order. Another application of our characterization of the kernel of 6 is the fact that it is isomorphic to a subgroup of the first cohomology group of the sheaf of Cartier divisors. We will define W, the sheaf of divisors and C, the sheaf of Cartier divisors, whose global sections are respectively W and C.
Let D(f) be a basic open set of Spec A. We define °W(7)(/)) to be W(Af), the group of finitely generated reflexive ^4/-submodules of K. Since for each/ in ^4, ^4/ is an integrally closed noetherian domain, we may use the previously noted characterization of °W(7>(/)) as the free abelian group generated by the minimal prime ideals of A¡. If It is readily verified that W thus defined on a basis of Spec A gives rise to a sheaf of groups, and that the global section T(Spec A, V?) is W. We notice also that the restriction map is an epimorphism, so that the sheaf *W is flasque. Now we can construct the subsheaf C of W by defining e (!>(/)) to be the group of finitely generated projective ^4/-submodules of K. Proof. It is easy to see that P is in the kernel of 5. For 7P is a free ylp-module for each p if and only if Mp is a free 4p-module for each p; i.e., if and only if M is a projective ^-module.
Thus 5 induces a monomorphism a\M/P-T(Spec A, W/C). It is clear from the definition of 5 that the diagram commutes. Thus there is a homomorphism defined from the image of M/P in 93(^4) into Tf^Spec A, e). A small amount of diagram chasing verifies that this homomorphism is an injection.
Thus we see that the kernel of 6 is isomorphic to a subgroup of 77](Spec A, Q), and, in fact, in view of the earlier result, to a subgroup of the torsion subgroup of Tf^Spec A, Q).
Some particular applications of this result are readily arrived at in the case where 7Y'(Spec A, C) is trivial. is an epimorphism, so that Q is flasque. Thus 7F(Spec A, 6) is trivial, and so is the kernel of 6. 
